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derived to base  only loses data (allowed).
“base to derived” leaves state undefined (forbidden).
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 Is there a way that can make the above code display all detail 
information of every derived class in a uniform way?



A Solution with Data Tagg
 Create an enumerated type for each base type:
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_ g ( g ), _ yp g( yp g) {
m_name = new char[strlen(name)+1];
strcpy(m_name, name);

}
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case undergrad:

Using code to select codeDowncast is the 
“goto” for OOP!!

case undergrad:
((Undergraduate *) temp)display(); 
break;

case grad:
// RTTI
if (dynamic cast<Undergraduate*>(temp))

another way to implement w/o tags

case grad:
((Graduate *) temp)display();
break;

f

if (dynamic_cast<Undergraduate >(temp))
((Undergraduate*)temp)->display();

else if (dynamic_cast<Graduate*>(temp))
((Graduate*)temp)->display();case professor:

((Faculty *) temp)display();
break;

((Graduate )temp) display();
else if (dynamic_cast<Faculty*>(temp))

((Faculty*)temp)->display();
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His rank is associate professor.

 Invoke indirectly through base class pointer or reference
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 Static member functions and constructors cannot be declared 
virtual.   Destructors are always declared as virtual functions.
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fp = func1;
(*fp)(123); // calling function func1(), i.e. func1(123)
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2.  Search upward the inheritance tree, match 
all functions not hided previously (by any 
function having the same name)
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p y p
Superior abstraction of object usage (code reuse), 
old codes call new codes (usage prediction)
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 Factoring: sometimes, we substitute a particular module in a 
program with a replacement.  In this case, the other part of system p g p p y
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Note: ex. 1. OS patches or device drivers replace the old module 

d th ll hit t
2. Application frameworks provide the overall

application architectures while programmer supply

and reuse the overall architecture. 
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programming successful in designing a framework, which provides 
a common software development platform, ex. Window GUI 

i t th i t id i i tifienvironment, math environment, video processing, or scientific 
simulation environment.
environment, math environment, video processing, or scientific 
simulation environment.  Using predefined interfaces (abstract 
classes in C++) a framework can support all utility functions to an
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classes in C++), a framework can support all utility functions to an 
empty application project.
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Sh ld k ( i t ) f ti i t l? Should you make every (non-private) function virtual?
 Some C++ programmers do.  
 Others do so only when it is necessary.
 Java's member function are all virtual.  
 Doing so ensures the pure OO semantics and have good semantic 

compatibility if you are using multiple OO languages.  p y y g p g g
 You can change to non-virtual (compile-time binding makes the 

code run faster) when profiling shows that the overhead comes ) p g
from the virtual function calls
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Virtual function does not always use dynamic binding.
This is a C++ specific feature.
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 Virtual function and static function are also contradicting 
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target object, and thus the virtual function table within it)

 A static function cannot be virtual.  Calling a static function 
always uses static binding.  No overriding with static function.

 You can redefine a static function in a derived class.  The static 
f i i h b l i h d d l
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function in the base class is hided as usual.
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 Note: This syntax makes every destructor of every derived class virtual even 
though the names do not match.  Visual Studio automatically does this.



Invoking a Virtual function in Ctor/Dtorg
 When invoking any virtual function of this class from inside a 

constructor or destructor (explicitly through this pointer orconstructor or destructor (explicitly through this pointer or 
implicitly), compile-time binding will determine which method is 
called as if the virtual keyword was not there.
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incompletely set up by the constructor especially for a derived 
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 It is not reasonable to expect runtime binding to work properly 
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